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It was a long fall from Clan Heir to common thief, but Aaron never wanted any part of his father’s brutal
outlander reign. In fact, besides coin purses and jewels, there’s very little in all of Cisali that interests Aaron,
until he stumbles—quite literally—into a prince’s bedchamber…

Prince Davish of Ischia is a skilled swordsman both on the field and beneath the sheets, at least when he isn’t
outrageously drunk. But the wine helps him forget all the ways he’s disappointed his father, his family, and
soon enough, his young bride-to-be…

A trained Wizard of the Nine with more raw talent than real-world experience, Princess Chandra has no
interest in the politically arranged marriage. She flees to the royal city of Ischia seeking a way out of the
union. But there, she discovers something far more shocking than Prince Davish’s rakish reputation…

The Stone of Ischia has been stolen. A powerful talisman, The Stone protects the city from the active
volcano that looms over its terraces and streets. Without it, Ischia will be destroyed and the kingdom of
Cisali will fall. Its only hope is an unlikely band of heroes—a failed thief, a drunken prince, and a runaway
wizard—who must face pirates, powerful magic, and their own carefully guarded secrets in order to find and
restore the Stone of Ischia.

REVIEWS
“The delightful camarderie of three unlikely heroes and well controlled fantasy elements make Huff's
adventure great fun to read.” —Publishers Weekly
“Huff arranges the ordinary elements of fantasy into an extraordinary tale of adventure and transformation.”
—Library Journal
“An exciting adventure … they face pirates, storms, traitors … each has unique talents that can bring their
mission to a successful conclusion, each has weakness that could destroy themselves and a city of people.”
—Voya
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From reader reviews:

Jonathan Head:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also become a life style. This reading practice give you
lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the book in
which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you read, if
you want drive more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want truly feel happy read one
using theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The particular The Fire's Stone is kind of book which
is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Geraldine Matson:

The actual book The Fire's Stone will bring one to the new experience of reading any book. The author style
to clarify the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very suitable to you.
The book The Fire's Stone is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book through
the official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Cheryl Fenske:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind ability
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book when compared
with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this time you only find publication that need more
time to be read. The Fire's Stone can be your answer mainly because it can be read by an individual who
have those short extra time problems.

Barbie Brookins:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we would like. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year
has been exactly added. This guide The Fire's Stone was filled about science. Spend your free time to add
your knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading
some sort of book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In
the modern era like at this point, many ways to get book you wanted.
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